
Lesson Plan: Oh Rats 
Channeling the inquisitive nature of Rats to explore Area and Perimeter 

Meets the learning standards for grades 4-5 (can be adapted)  

Media Type: painting (or drawing) 

Subject Integration: Fine Arts, Mathematics, English Language Arts and Reading 

 

 

Description of the Activities/Workshop: Explore fun facts about rats, create exercises regarding area and 
perimeter, and combine these concepts in rat-inspired artistic lettering. 

Why am I teaching this: Arts Integration Thread (to catalyze the learning of content outside of art), Art 
Skills Development Thread (to deepen the development of art making skills) 

Materials: writing materials, paper or canvas, ruler, colors/color pencils, graph paper (https://free-
printable-paper.com/graph-paper/) 

TEKS: 110.7 knowledge and skills 1, 3, 4, 5 

 111.6 knowledge and skills 1, 5, 7, 8 

 111.7 knowledge and skills 1, 4, 6  

117.14/117.17 knowledge and skills 1, 2, 4 

Focus Question:  Can the personality and characteristics of a rat inspire artmaking that explores distance 
and space? 

Opening:  



1. We were inspired by our friends at River Bend Nature Center to create a lesson about rats! 
Share  the RBNC video with learners and then discuss: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fku_5RMtPWs&list=PL2hUi8CWJXbJPoWgtxqlmCbj_YqZRjd
oX&index=6ndependent  

Activity 1: 

2. Ask learners how the video changed their opinion about rats. Study this Nat Geo Kids article 
with even more info about rats: https://www.natgeokids.com/au/discover/animals/general-
animals/facts-about-rats/.  

3. Allow learners some time to pursue independent research to further explore one of the above 
“fun facts”. Discuss what they discovered. 

Activity 2: 

4. Time for a video about Area and Perimeter! https://youtu.be/qU8aWpRd6Qw . Encourage 
learners to verbalize their comprehension of the difference between Area and Perimeter, and 
how to calculate them.  

5. Provide graph paper and a ruler to each learner. Instruct learners in how to use the graph paper 
to design a large, block letter of their choice. 

6. Lead and assist learners in calculating the perimeter of their letter.  Challenge learners to 
calculate the area of their letter, using the ruler and the grid of the graph paper. Discuss! 

Activity 3:  

7. Now learners can get creative! Invite them to recreate their large block letter on a blank piece of 
paper. Have them imagine that the interior of letter is a maze, a pipe system, or a small 
crawlspace. Would the letter make a nice environment for rats to live and play? Encourage 
learners to be very imaginative.  

8. Allow learners to use photographs of rats for reference, or they might find these sources useful: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/coolguides/comments/b41us4/rat_body_language/ , 

https://www.deviantart.com/nezupanda/art/Rat-Tutorial-290900060  

     
9. Encourage learners to take their time and really fill the Area with their rat drawings 

 



 

   
 

10. Color or other embellishments may be added now if desired. Gorgeous!  

   

Closing:  

Share… Reflect! How does area and perimeter contribute to artistic design? How did the playful 
and inquisitive nature of rats inform your creative lettering? 

Extending the lesson: https://www.artistsnetwork.com/art-techniques/easy-hand-lettering-techniques/ 

 

 

 


